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Version 4.0: Using Scala's IntelliJ plugin, you can now open your InfoChannels while editing the template. View the designer results in real-time in the Scala IDE. . Scala InfoChannel Designer 5 was released in April of 2013. The most current version is 6.0, but the installation file only refers to the previous version. Visit the
InfoChannel page to download and install the latest version. Scala InfoChannel Designer for Windows Here's a direct link to an older version of the InfoChannel Designer, which was the free software used to create the image above. A more current version of the software is also available. Scala. Version 5 Designer Trial. Version 6

Designer. Designed to integrate with the Scala IDE, Scala InfoChannel Designer's sophisticated tools provide control over how the images are displayed in your digital signage . This is a free application. Version 5 of the software is time limited. If you want to continue to use the software after its trial period, you will need to purchase a
license. Visit the Scala website for information about the license. Scala InfoChannel Designer for Mac Scala InfoChannel Designer for Mac is a tool that will let you create Infochannels, navigate your Infochannel in the browser, save Infochannels as templates and much more. Scala InfoChannel Designer for Mac v5.0 (Early Access) is

the software used to create the image above. You can download the file from the developer's website. Scala Designer for Java The Scala Designer is a software application that will help you create Infochannels, navigate your Infochannel in the browser, save Infochannels as templates and much more. This is a free application. Scala.
Version 5 Designer Trial. Version 6 Designer. Designed to integrate with the Scala IDE, Scala InfoChannel Designer's sophisticated tools provide control over how the images are displayed in your digital signage . This is a free application. Version 5 of the software is time limited. If you want to continue to use the software after its trial

period, you will need to purchase a license. Visit the Scala website for information about the license. Download Scala InfoChannel Designer for Linux Scala InfoChannel Designer for Linux is a tool that will help you create Infochannels, navigate your Infochannel in the browser
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